Top 10 Ways to
Change the World Today!
10. Watch short videos on alternative media web sites to uncover what the mainstream media is not
telling us. The most popular and entertaining videos can be viewed at
http://transforminghumanity.blogspot.com
9. Talk about “The New World Order” with friends, family, relatives, neighbors, coworkers, associates, and strangers.
8. Engage in self-growth and personal development to expand consciousness and take responsibility
for life. Nourish relationships in various communities.
7. Do business with local merchants instead of corporate monopolies.
6. Buy/eat organic food. Avoid consuming genetically modified organisms.
Become knowledgeable about the fluoride in the water and viruses in the vaccines.
5. Explore the healing arts. Consider alternative health, holistic practitioners, meditation, prayer, yoga, or
other practices which include spiritual components.
4. Host movie screenings. Join the libertarian movement. Become a Truth Activist. Get
the FREE Alex Jones’ Radio Application for the iPhone to stay up-to-date.
3. Transition to gold for trade because world currencies are collapsing.
Start by investing in yourself, bartering, joint-venturing, and volunteering to
create social credit. Network marketing is another transitory vehicle to move us from our
current monetary system to the emerging gift economy.
2. Carry a video/cell-camera and post videos of the police state on-line to awaken others.
1. Have fun, embrace the moment, and follow what you love. We live in a world
with a corrupt monetary system and interconnected obsolete political structures that are
enslaving humanity. We do not need to sustain the monetary system or the political structure
by believing mainstream propaganda. Trust in the universe/yourself/God, and all that you
need, will be attracted to you.

Thank you for loving the world.
Changing the world is a daunting task for humanity. The previous actions may not make sense if we don’t fully
understand the way the world currently works. Read the detailed blog/source document which outlines these
challenges and solutions to rid the world of war and corruption. Visit http://www.ordinarywords.com/solutions.

Pay It Forward
Generate the courage to tweet, blog, post, forward, text, translate, distribute, video-graph,
choreograph, or be this. We are the ones we have been waiting for. The awakening is now.
Let’s love the world together...

